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Abstract: 
This research was conducted to evaluate the exploration potential and risk associated with producing reservoirs from Charlie Field, 
Onshore Niger Delta. A 3-D post-stack depth migrated seismic volume, check-shot and well log suite from two exploratory wells (C-
001 and C-002) drilled into Charlie Field were utilized for this study. Data analysis and visualization was done using Schlumberger 
Petrel software. The workflow began with data loading, quality checks and log conditioning. Gamma ray log, neutron and density 
logs were used to delineate 10 reservoir intervals (A-J). Resistivity established the contained fluid, while neutron and density logs 
were used to discriminate hydrocarbon type. Reservoir A (R-A) and reservoir J (R-J) were selected for further assessment based on 
thickness, cleanliness and contained fluids. Average gross and net established from log signatures are 126.67ft and 123.57ft for R-A 
and 137.66 and 112.69ft for R-J. Effective porosity, permeability and water saturation are 29%, 2218.38 mD and 27% in R-A; and 
26%, 2286.33 mD and 31% in R-J. Twenty-nine faults were identified which included antithetic and synthetic faults. Seismic ties 
enabled mapping R-A and R-J reservoirs as positive peak amplitude events. Generated time and depth converted structure maps 
revealed closures that are anticlinal supported by normal faults. Maximum amplitude extraction and OWC mapping enhanced 
prospects and lead identification. Three prospects and a lead were identified on Surface A, and two prospects and a lead on surface B. 
The maximum amplitudes showed no conformance to structure, hence there is likely tendency for sand-sand juxtaposition, which 
decreases the sealing capacity of the faults. Because field management decisions are usually made using a deterministic approach, 
hydrocarbon volumes were evaluated using a deterministic approach where minimum, mean and maximum petrophysical properties 
for each reservoir, were used for calculating P10, P50 and P90. Based on P50, prospect A in R-J had STOIIP of 1023 mmstb and 
prospect B had STOIIP of 106 mmstb. For R-A, prospect A had STOIIP off 625 mmstb, 175 for B and 176 for prospect C. Production 
profitability assessment done using a risk factor of 20%, onshore production cost of 31.6 USD, recovery factor of 35% for Niger Delta 
reservoirs, and the current price of oil at 63 USD, showed that all the prospects can be recovered at a profit. In terms decreasing 
profitability, the following trend was established; prospect A in R-J (2.248 billion USD), prospect A in R-A (1.373 billion USD), 
prospect B in R-A (474.77 million USD), prospect C in R-A (386.85 million USD) and prospect B in R-J (232.99 million USD).  
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Hydrocarbon accumulations such as oil and gas 

are usually found in geologic traps. These traps 

could be structural, stratigraphic or a combination 

of the both (Doust and Omatsola, 1990).  

Hydrocarbon exploration is a process aimed at 

identification and delineation of these trapping 

mechanisms that are suitable for amassing 

economically viable accumulations of oil and gas in 

a Field. In recent times, the process of mapping 

these traps have become more difficult because 

these traps in many cases are multifaceted and 

subtle (Obiekezie, 2014). These have led to many 

dry wildcats than there are wells that make 

discoveries (Aigbedion and Iyayi, 2006). 

Exploring for oil and gas is a risky business, and 

there are different kinds of risk associated with the 
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various aspects of exploration. These risks include; 

i) geologic risks, ii) finding risk, and iii) economic 

risk. ‘Geologic risk’ governs the existence of oil 

and gas; ‘finding risk’ dictates whether or not any 

existent hydrocarbons will be found; while 

‘economic risk’ determines if the discovered 

deposits will be produced or not. Also, there are 

environmental and political risks associated with 

exploration activities. 

Considering the increase in the demand for 

energy resources globally, the huge cost of 

hydrocarbon exploration and production along with 

the associated risk, more robust ways are needed in 

evaluating and characterizing reservoirs in order to 

enhance identification of new prospect and improve 

yield / rejuvenate older fields because it is much 

cheaper and less risky than exploring in frontier 

areas (Aizebeokhai and Olayinka, 2011). This 

research involves the use of few wells, well logs 

and 3D seismic data to explore the hydrocarbon 

potential and associated geologic and economic 

risks in the Charlie Field, onshore Niger delta. This 

research was carried out to analyse the associated 

risk involved in exploring for hydrocarbon deposits 

within the Charlie Field, onshore Niger Delta. The 

aim was met via the following objectives; Build 

stratigraphic framework to identify potential 

reservoir facies present in the field and attempt field 

wide correlation; Perform petrophysical evaluation 

to estimate reservoir properties; Identification of 

leads and prospects in the field; Assessment of risk 

associated with identified prospect; Recommend 

appropriate business actions. The research will 

cover the following areas; Building of a geologic 

model using the Petrel software tool; 

Lithostratigraphic correlation; Seismic-to-well tie; 

Structural interpretation (fault and horizon); 

Seismic attribute analysis/Facies analysis; 

Generation of velocity model and depth conversion; 

Petrophysical evaluation of prospects and 

determination of flow zones; Prospect 

assessment/volumetrics/Risk analysis; 

Recommendations on drill locations and depths; 

Volume estimation. Building static models in this 

study was not feasible due to the restrictions in the 

number of drilled wells in the Field. Also, the wells 

were not properly distributed within the seismic 

data for petrophysical modelling. 

The study area, ‘Charlie Field’ is located in 

mid-belt, onshore Niger Delta (Fig.1). Charlie Field 

is situated within latitudes 4° 19′ 00” N and 

4° 50′ 00” N and Longitudes 6° 02′ 30” E 

and 7°  10′  00”  E.  The study area is 

approximately 274 square kilometres. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Map Nigeria showing the location of the Charlie Field and well distribution 

 

 

 

 

II.   MATERIAL AND METHOD 
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    The workflow below was adopted for the 

successful completion of this study; 

Data acquisition in digital format (Well logs, 

checkshot and 3-D seismic); Data loading into 

Schlumberger Petrel software; Data quality check, 

quality assurance and quality control; Wireline logs 

conditioning including despiking and interpolation 

of missing readings; Stratigraphic framework 

buildup, picking tops, correlation and defining 

facies; Reservoir petrophysical properties 

determination; Seismic data reflectivity analysis 

and polarity determination; Synthetic seismogram 

modelling, well tie and generation of Time Depth 

Relationships; Structural and stratigraphic 

interpretation (Fault and horizon picking); 

Interpolation (zapping) and generation of time 

structure maps; Seismic amplitudes extraction and 

attributes analysis; Velocity modelling and depth 

conversion of structure maps; Prospect and lead 

evaluation and risk analysis; Volumetric 

determination (Deterministic and Stochastic); 

Economic assessment of prospects; 

Recommendation to produce or not to produce 

prospects. 

 

Nature/Sources of Data 
    The Charlie Field is still in its early stage of 

exploration; hence few well logs so far have been 

acquired from the field. Well logs acquired from 

two wells (Charlie 001 and Charlie 002) were made 

available to the researcher by SPDC. Also, 

checkshot data was available for the two wells 

drilled within the Field. The well logs header, logs 

and deviation data were all provided in digital 

format (ASCII). Some of the relevant logs utilized 

in this study includes; Gamma ray (GR), Resistivity 

(LLD), Neutron (NPHI), Density (RHOB) and 

Sonic (DT).  An onshore post stack depth migrated 

3-D seismic data was provided in ‘SEG Y’ format 

for this study. All data provided belongs to Shell 

Petroleum Development Company (SPDC), Nigeria. 

  

Reservoir identification and Correlation 
    Permeable zones (sands) were differentiated from 

non-permeable zones (shale) using GR and 

Neutron/Density logs. A cut-off was established for 

GR log at 60 gAPI unit after the sand and shale 

baselines were established at 0 and 120 gAPI 

respectively. Deflections to the right of the cut-off 

delineated sands while deflections to the left 

delineated shales. The most reliable indicator of 

reservoir rock is the behaviour of the 

density/neutron logs, with the density moving to the 

left (lower density) and touching or crossing the 

neutron curve. Based on this, tops and bases of 

reservoirs were delineated from Charlie 001 and 

Charlie 002. A total of ten (10) reservoirs were 

delineated and correlated across both Wells 

(Reservoir A-J) (Fig. 2).   

Correlation was made possible using the GR log 

motifs and the shale thickness. The following GR 

motifs aided the correlation process; Blocky 

(aggradational); Bell (retrogradational); Funnel 

(progradational) and; Serrated. Correlation was 

done from the bottom to the top of the well in order 

to reflect depositional patterns.  

 

Fluid contact identification 
     The type of fluid in the reservoirs were 

determined using the resistivity logs and the 

Neutron/Density logs. A sharp kick in resistivity 

measurement within the reservoir indicates the 

presence of hydrocarbon. Because resistivity logs 

cannot differentiate oil and gas, the neutron/density 

logs were utilized. Where the two logs track 

together indicates oil whereas where they cross over 

and form a balloon effect signals the presence of 

gas. Hence, in this study, all the reservoirs 

identified are either water saturated (WUT), oil 

saturated (ODT) or oil and water saturated (OWC). 

There was no gas zone identified within the 

reservoirs. For the purpose of this study, two sand 

bodies (Sand A and J) were selected as key 

reservoirs based on (Fig. 3 - 4); 

1. The huge thickness of the sand reservoirs. 

2. The presence of a thick hydrocarbon 

column. 

3. The cleanliness of the sand bodies. 

Well seismic tie 
   After conditioning the sonic log and the 

checkshot for spikes, the well seismic tie process 

begins with sonic calibration. The sonic log for 

Charlie 001 was calibrated using the checkshot 
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acquired from the well. An acoustic impedance (AI) 

log was then generated by multiplying the 

calibrated sonic velocity with the density log. This 

served as a major input for the reflectivity 

coefficient (RC) determination. The RC log was 

then convolved with a 25 Hz analytical wavelet 

(Ricker wavelet) to generate a synthetic 

seismogram. This modelled synthetic which is an 

artificial seismic generated using logs input was 

then laid side by side with the actual seismic data 

and compared for a match. The amplitudes were 

compared and a reasonable match was achieved 

after applying a bulk-shift of 16ms (Fig. 5). Care 

was taken in order not to apply stretch and squeeze 

operations, as this tends to significantly affect the 

velocity data and hence, the overall geology. After 

the tie was achieved, the new Time Depth 

Relationship (TDR) function was re-run and saved. 

The well tie revealed that the reservoir tops (A and 

J) tied to peak events (positive amplitudes) while 

the base of the reservoirs tied to trough events 

(negative amplitudes). Also, the well seismic tie 

revealed that the sands are maximum amplitudes. 

The TDR will later be used for converting structural 

maps from time to depth.  

 

 
Figure 2: Well section window showing correlation of sand bodies across 

Charlie 001 and Charlie 002 wells 

 

 

Figure 3: Well section window showing correlation of A sand body across 

Charlie 001 and Charlie 002 wells 

 

 
Figure 4: Well section window showing correlation of J sand body across 

Charlie 001 and Charlie 002 wells 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Seismic well tie process conducted on Charlie 002 
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Fault interpretation 
    Geological fault interpretation was done on every 

10
th

 inline. Major faults that were not easy to 

identify along inlines were clearly visualized along 

crosslines. The variance volume attribute was used 

to aid interpretation of faults. Time slices were 

generated using the variance cubes to quality check 

the mapped faults. In areas where the faults were 

posing difficultly in interpretation, the interval was 

reduced to every 5
th

 inline so as to clearly envisage 

the faults termination. The presence of shale smears 

around some of the faults made interpretation 

difficult.   Twenty-nine faults were interpreted from 

both inlines and crosslines. The faults mapped 

included syndepositional listric normal faults and a 

few antithetic crestal faults (Fig. 6) which conforms 

with the structures prevalent in the Niger delta 

extensional province.  

 

Horizon interpretation 
     After performing the seismic well tie process, 

the tops of the reservoir of interest were mapped on 

seismic as horizons. The mapped horizons were 

peak events as established from the well tie process 

(see Fig. 5). The horizons were mapped on both 

inlines and crosslines at widely spaced intervals 

first (loop tying) and afterwards at relatively close 

intervals. The loop tying was necessary in order to 

have enough control points that are widely spaced 

apart so as to simplify the horizon picking process. 

This was a necessity especially as the area is 

densely faulted. After enough control points were 

picked using 50 x 50 inline/crossline spacing 

intervals, the intervals were reduced to 20 x 20 and 

finally 10 x 10 for a more detailed interpretation. 

Two horizons (A and J) were mapped/ digitized 

across the entire seismic volume (Fig. 6). Zapping 

(an interpolation process) was done before surfaces 

were generated. 

 

 
     Figure 6: Seismic section showing interpreted faults and horizons 

 

Reservoir characterization 
 
Gross and Net thickness 
     The thickness of the reservoirs was computed 

using the difference between the top and base of the 

reservoirs. Afterwards, net/gross ratio was applied 

to calculate the reservoir pay thickness, thus pay 

thickness is an estimate of the productive reservoir 

interval.  Net/gross is the total net sand interval 

divided by the total reservoir thickness (gross). 

 

Shale volume calculation 
      Vshale is a measure of the volume of shale in a 

porous reservoir. To calculate Vshale, it is 

necessary to first calculate the Gamma Index using 

the gamma ray log. This is calculated after 

Schlumberger (1974) as follows; 

    

     

   
For tertiary reservoirs, which includes the study 

area, Vsh was calculated using the formula below 

(Larionov, 1969); 

     

  
Where; 
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Porosity determination 
    Total and effective porosity were determined 

from neutron and density logs using the equation 

below; 

Total porosity ( and effective porosity ( were 

calculated using the density log as follows; 

     

      

e =  
     

  
Where; 

  

 
 

  

  

  

  
 
 
Saturation determination 
   For water saturation (Sw), Archie’s (1942) 

empirical formula was used as follows; 

  Swa =   

       
Where;  

Swa = Archie’s water saturation for clean 

sand 

 a = tortuosity factor = 1 (from lab) 

 m = cementation exponent = 2 (from lab) 

 n = saturation exponent = 2 (from lab) 

 Rt = formation resistivity (read from log) 

 Rw = formation water resistivity (read from 

log) 

 = total porosity 

Water saturation and hydrocarbon saturation 

(SH)are related by the expression; 

   
     

 

Permeability determination 
    The permeability (K) for the reservoirs were 

calculated using the equations after Owolabi et al. 

(1994) as follows; 

 

      

Where K is Permeability in millidarcies (mD). 

 

Deterministic volumetric calculation 
    According to (Udegbunam and Ndukwe, 1988), 

the hydrocarbon volume can be evaluated from the 

equation as follows: 

 

STOIIP= 

    

Where: 

  

  

  

  

The reservoir thickness was obtained from the 

gamma ray log while the area was obtained from 

the depth structure map. 
 

 

III.    RESULTS  

 

Structure maps 
     The structure maps in time and depth generated 

for surface A and surface J are presented in Figures 

7 and 8 respectively. The depth maps show that 

structures are preserved without any significant 

change.  The structural maps revealed that Charlie 

001 (C-001) and Charlie 002 (C-002) wells were 

drilled on fault supported anticlinal closures.  The 

wells were drilled on the upthrow side of the faulted 

blocks. The regional faults (F8 and F10) are the 

major trapping mechanism for hydrocarbon in 
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Surface A while F8 is the major trapping 

mechanism on surface B.  In general, the structures 

are fault supported, and relies on the sealing nature 

of the faults, as well as juxtaposition of permeable 

reservoir rocks on non-permeable formations.  

 

Results of petrophysical evaluation 
     Petrophysical analysis performed on the ten (10) 

reservoirs identified in Charlie Field are presented 

in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. In the absence of 

neutron and density logs, porosity, water saturation 

and permeability were not determined in some 

sections of C-001 well. In this study, although 

petrophysical parameters were calculated for all 

identified reservoirs, emphasis was placed on 

reservoir A and J. The gross thickness of reservoir 

A is approximately 109.34 ft in C-001 and 144 ft in 

C-002. Foe reservoir A, only water was identified 

in C-001, while water and oil were found in C-002, 

with OWC at a depth of 7952.7ft. Meanwhile in 

reservoir J, oil, gas and water were found in C-001 

while oil and water were found at C-002 well. 

Average volume of shale for reservoir A in both 

wells was 7%. In reservoir J, Vsh is 14 and 18% in 

C-001 and C-002 respectively.  

 

Figure 7: Surface A time and depth structure maps generated from reservoir A  
 

 

 
Figure 8: Surface B time and depth structure maps generated from reservoir J 

 
 

Table 1: Petrophysical properties for reservoirs in Charlie 001 

 
 

Table 2: Petrophysical properties for reservoirs in Charlie 002 

 
Average Φe and K in C-001 were 27% and 1603.76 

mD, while 31% and 2832.99 mD in C-002 

respectively. Meanwhile for Reservoir J, Φe and K 

in C-001 is 31% and 2669.65 mD, and 26% and 

1903.00 mD in C-002 accordingly. According to 

Levorsen (1967), porosity values >25% and 

Permeability values >1000 mD are excellent for 

hydrocarbon accumulation. This is the case for 

Reservoirs A and J in Charlie Field (Table 1 and 2).  

Water saturation is 25% and 28% in C-001 and C-

002, indicating that hydrocarbon saturation is 75 

and 72% respectively. For reservoir J, Sw is 32% 

and 29% in C-001 and C-002, with hydrocarbon 

saturation of 68 and 71%. These results suggest that 

the reservoirs have good hydrocarbon prospects.  
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Prospect Assessment 
      Assessment of depth structure maps revealed 

three closures (A, B and C) in reservoir A and two 

closures (A and B) in reservoir J (Fig. 8a and b). 

The OWC did not close within the structure, but 

extended outside the seismic area and this aided in 

defining prospective areas. Polygons were drawn 

around these closures which defined the prospects 

in the area. Prospect A and B occur within the 

central part of the map area and are enclosed within 

anticlinal structures, truncated by major faults. 

Prospect C is enclosed by a NW-SE trending fault, 

and is found on the downthrown fault block. This 

prospect is found in the north-western part of the 

survey area. Prospect C appears larger than the 

enclosed region, but closes outside the survey area, 

hence, the polygon was constrained within the 

survey area.  

     Maximum amplitudes extracted from these 

surfaces (Fig. 8) revealed that the identified 

prospects conform to sweet spots. Wells in the 

survey area were drilled into prospect A, while no 

wells have been drilled into prospect B and C.  

 

Figure 8: Maximum amplitude maps showing prospect delineation on Surface 

A and Surface B 
 

 

Lead Assessment 
     Prospects which did not close within the survey 

area, but appear to close outside the survey area 

were defined as leads in this study. This will 

necessitate the evaluation of seismic data from 

surrounding fields for better judgement on closures. 

A lead was found in reservoir A in the NW part of 

the survey area (Fig. 9). Maximum amplitudes 

extracted revealed that the sand package within this 

area is dirty.  

     Meanwhile another lead was found in reservoir J 

at the eastern part of the survey area.  The regional 

fault in this area runs outside the survey area at the 

eastern direction, and possibly could create a 

closure for that structure (Fig. 9).  Because there is 

no certainty on the likelihood of closure for this 

structure, it was considered a lead for further 

assessment.  

 

 

 

Hydrocarbon volumes 
    The volume of hydrocarbons in reservoir A and J 

were evaluated with respect to pessimistic (P10), 

base case (P50) and optimistic (P90) scenarios 

(Table 3). Santos and Schiozer (2003) showed that 

an optimized production strategy is achieved using 

Base case scenario. In this study, P50 for prospect 

A in reservoir A has the highest bulk volume 

(21356 x 10
6 

ft
3
)
 
and STOIIP (625 MMSTB) while 

there is no significant difference in hydrocarbon 

volumes obtained from prospect B (175 MMSTB) 

and C (176 MMSTB) respectively (Fig. 10). In 

reservoir J, P50 for prospect A and B revealed 

hydrocarbon volumes of 1023 MMSTB and 106 

MMSTB respectively.  There is a very significant 

difference between P50 and P10 estimated volumes, 

meanwhile there is no significant difference in P50 

and P90 estimated volumes. 

 

 
Figure 9: Maximum amplitude maps showing lead identification on Surface A 

and Surface B 

 

 

Economics, uncertainty and risk analysis 
     There are many uncertainties that can influence 

the success of an exploration and production project. 

The most common uncertainties occur in the 
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geological model: volume in place, continuity of 

reservoir, faults and fault seal integrity, etc. The 

recovery factor is a function of the reservoir 

properties and production strategy and the 

economic model is principally composed of prices. 

There are also other uncertainties such as 

technological, operational and political but they 

often have a secondary role. In this study, economic 

evaluation was performed using the following 

equation and parameters; 

    

  

 

  
 
 

       Based on these projections, and applying a risk 

factor of 20% to account for geological and drilling 

risk, profit was calculated for the prospects as 

presented in Table 4. The results show that prospect 

A (profit of 2.248 billion dollars) in reservoir J and 

reservoir A (profit of 1.373 billion dollars) are the 

most prolific in the Field. All other prospects are 

prolific and can be produced at significant profits as 

shown in (Fig. 11). Some uncertainty would arise in 

the calculated hydrocarbon volumes as a result of 

the equations utilized in computing petrophysical 

parameters. Also, the fault throw in some areas 

within the field are not large enough to impede flow, 

hence, as seen from the extracted maximum 

amplitude maps where amplitudes do not conform 

to structure, there is a likely tendency of sand-sand 

juxtaposition across fault planes preventing 

complete trapping of hydrocarbon and 

overestimation of hydrocarbon volumes.  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Table 3: Prospect evaluation for reservoir A and J in Charlie Field 

RES Pro Bulk P10 P50 P90 

volume  
(10^6 
ft3) 

(MBO (MBO) (MBO) 

A 

A 21356 127 625 775 

B 5967 35 175 216 

C 6016 36 176 218 

J 
A 48783 228 1023 1927 

B 5060 24 106 200 
 

 

 

Table 4: Economic evaluation of prospects from reservoir A and J 

RES Pro 

Bulk 
volume 
(10^6 
ft3) 

P10 
(M 
$) 

P50 
(M $) 

P90 
(M $) 

 

A 

A 21356 279 1373.8 1703.5  

B 5967 76.9 474.77 474.77  

C 6016 79.1 386.85 479.16  

J 
A 48783 501 2248.6 4235.6  

B 5060 52.8 232.99 439.6  

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: A graphical presentation of hydrocarbon volumes from reservoir A 

and reservoir J 
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Figure 11: Economic assessment of prospects in reservoir A and reservoir J 
 

 

IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

Summary 

    This research was conducted to determine the 

exploration potential and analyze associated risk 

involved in drilling and producing reservoirs from 

Charlie Field, onshore Niger Delta. Dataset 

available for the study included 3-D seismic data 

for the field, checkshot, and well log suites 

including density, neutron, resistivity, sonic and 

gamma ray logs. 

The well logs (GR, neutron and density) were used 

to define 10 reservoir sand bodies (sand A to J) 

which were correlated across the two available 

wells. Two reservoirs (A and J) were selected for 

further investigation based on sand thickness, 

cleanliness and presence of hydrocarbon. Reservoir 

A is saturated with oil and water while reservoir J is 

saturated with gas, oil and water. Petrophysical 

characterization shows average effective porosity, 

permeability and water saturation of 29%, 2218.38 

mD and 27% in reservoir A; and 26%, 2286.33 mD 

and 31% in reservoir J. This shows that the 

reservoirs are excellent hydrocarbon prospects.  

Faults interpreted on seismic data are both synthetic 

and antithetic faults. Seisimic well tie revealed that 

the sands are positive peak events and high 

impedance sands. This revelation was followed by 

horizon mapping, zapping, fault polygon 

elimination and surface generation. A third order 

polynomial function was used to convert time 

structure maps to depth. No significant difference in 

structure was found on both time and depth maps. 

Maximum amplitudes overlain on depth maps were 

able to reveal sweet spots within the reservoir, 

hence, three prospects (A, B and C) and one lead 

were delineated on surface A, while two prospects 

(A and B) and one lead were delineated on surface 

B.   These prospects are enclosed within fault 

supported anticlinal structures. 

     Hydrocarbon volumes were analyzed based on 

P10, P50 and P90 which indicated worst case, base 

case and best-case scenarios. Based on P50, 

prospect A in reservoir J with a bulk volume of 

48783 x 10^
6
ft

3
 had STOIIP of 1023 mmstb and 

prospect B had STOIIP of 106 mmstb. For reservoir 

A, prospect A had STOIIP of 625 mmstb, 175 for 

prospect B and 176 for prospect C. These results 

show that prospect A in both reservoirs A and J 

have the highest bulk volumes and STOIIP.  

      Economic evaluation using a risk factor of 20%, 

onshore production cost of 31.6 USD, recovery 

factor of 35% for Niger Delta reservoirs, and the 

current price of oil at 63 USD, showed that all the 

prospects can be recovered at a profit. In terms of 

rating, Reservoir J, prospect A with a profit of 

2.248 billion USD should be produced first, closely 

followed by Prospect A in reservoir A with profit of 

1.373 billion USD. Afterwards, prospect B and C in 

reservoir A with a profit margin of 474.77 million 

USD and 386.85 million USD. Finally, prospect B 

in reservoir J, with a profit margin of 232.99 

million USD. The 20% risk factor applied in 

economic evaluation considers only the geologic 

risks, hence, it should be noted that other 

uncertainties can affect the estimated profit margin 

such as assumptions used for petrophysical 

evaluation, production risk, politics, community 

crisis, technology, etc.  

 

Conclusion 
    Prospects identified in reservoir A and reservoir J 

in Charlie Field have good hydrocarbon potential 

and can be produced at reasonable profits after all 

geologic risk have been considered. Prospect A is 

most profitable in both reservoirs and accounts for 

an overall profit margin of 3.622 billion USD if 

successfully produced.  
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